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Abstract: Dynamic sectorization is a powerful possibility to balance the controller workload with
respect to traffic flows changing over time. A multi-objective optimization system analyzes the traffic
flow over time and determines suitable time-dependent sectorizations. Our dynamic sectorization
system is integrated into a radar display as part of a working environment for air traffic controllers.
A use case defining climate-sensitive areas leads to changes in traffic flows. When using the system,
three controllers are assessed in two scenarios: the developed controller assistance system and
the work in a dynamic airspace sectorization environment. We performed a concept validation in
which we evaluated how controllers cope with sectors adapting to the traffic flow. The solution was
rated as highly applicable by the involved controllers. The trials revealed the necessity to adapt the
current procedures and define new aspects more precisely. In this paper, we present the developed
environment and the theoretical background as well as the traffic scenarios. Furthermore, we describe
the integration in an Air Traffic Management (ATM) environment and the questionnaires developed
to assess the functionality of the dynamic sectorization approach. Finally, we present a proposal to
enhance controller guidelines in order to cope with situations emerging from dynamic sectorizations,
including naming conventions and phraseology.

Keywords: dynamic sectorization; air traffic controller; climate sensitive areas; human-in-the-loop

1. Introduction

The sectorization of airspace enables air traffic controllers to guide aircraft in a safe
and efficient way. Balanced operational performance, controller workload, procedure
design or capacity management as well as territorial aspects are key factors triggering
airspace sectorization. Dynamic Airspace Sectorization (DAS) addresses highly variable
traffic patterns that demand mid- or short-term airspace adaptations. In this paper, these
adaptations are a result of procedures to reduce the climate effects of air traffic, e.g., to
avoid contrails.

Therefore, air traffic is redirected to avoid climate sensitive areas [1]. This re-routing
of flights leads to a changing traffic distribution. The distribution of traffic may even shift
over time with changing climate sensitive areas. Based on the work of the Eco2Fly project
to determine climate sensitive areas [2], a sensitive region over the North Atlantic for an
exemplary day as well as a time period where the conditions persisted were identified.
Within this period, all flights originally crossing this sensitive area were redirected to reduce
the climate impacts. The distribution of traffic, thus, changed over time and differed from
the original distribution.

In this paper, we show how dynamic sectorization may help to cope with such chang-
ing traffic distributions. For the presented human-in-the-loop (HITL) trials, a controller
assistance system to apply dynamic sectorization was developed and deployed at the Air
Traffic Validation Center of the German Aerospace Center, the Air Traffic Management and
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Operations Simulator (ATMOS), described in more detail in Section 4.1. For the controller
assistance system, a radar display that visualizes information about the time and area of
sectorization changes as well as additional flight information was developed.

In our trials, controllers managed air traffic in the Shannon region with the re-routed
incoming traffic from the North Atlantic (Oceanic region) in a scenario of 45 min simulation
time. This scenario was applied in two simulation runs for each controller. First, the
controllers were responsible for a fixed sector affected by the changed traffic pattern. In a
second run, the dynamic sectorization changed the sector boundaries dynamically in order
to adapt the structure to the traffic flow.

In the following, we give an overview of the applied dynamic sectorization concept,
the simulation scenario and the simulation environment used for the presented feasibility
study. The main aspects are the experimental setup, the trials and the assessment of the
results. We summarize the constraints that have to be met to enable the deployment of
dynamic sectorization and propose enhancements to the current instructions.

2. Background

To apply the concept of dynamic sectorization in a real working environment, the
concept validation as described in Section 2.1 is followed.

Several approaches adapt or create airspace sectors automatically. Zelinski and Lai [3]
as well as Hind et al. [4] compare different methods. DAS is one method to cope with
changing traffic patterns in general. A survey of this methodology is given, e.g., in [5]. DAS
allows the airspace structure to adapt to the traffic flow. Compared to today’s structure
where existing airspace blocks are combined and split in a pre-defined manner, a system im-
plementing dynamic sectorization has a more flexible assignment of airspace to controllers.
The aim is to reduce or more evenly distribute the task load among air traffic controllers
(ATCO). A brief overview on the methods applied in the presented validation is given in
Section 2.2.

2.1. Concept Validation

Regarding the efficient support to transfer new operational concepts toward implemen-
tation in the ATM sector, EUROCONTROL published the European Operational Concept
Validation Methodology (E-OCVM) already in its third version in the year 2010 [6]. The
manual describes the validation process as one necessary part of the development of a new
system leading to identification of the operational needs and establishment of appropriate
solutions [6]. Within the system development, different validation phases [V0–V7] are
defined; see Figure 1. Those validation phases are related to the technology readiness level
(TRL) as defined by NASA [7].

Figure 1. The V-phases, validation and other ATM system development activities according to [6].

The concept of DAS and the following Air Traffic Control (ATC) trials are located
at phase V2 (feasibility study) or TRL3. Feasibility studies have the purpose to develop
and explore concept elements until they can be considered as operational feasible [6]. The
assessment of operational feasibility depends on the analysis, modeling and simulation
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of the proposed concept. Therefore, two general steps need to be addressed. First, the
operational concept and application need to be described clearly. Second, an exercise plan,
including the context, hypothesis, process, tools and metrics, has to be developed. Thereby,
consideration and selection of the right validation techniques or tools is crucial.

One choices include real-time simulation techniques, which provide HITL exercises of
the proposed concept in a controlled and repeatable environment [6]. Generally, a real-time
simulation follows a fast-time simulation, which can be used to quickly narrow down
the dependent variables by applying rule-based procedures. Thereafter, in a real-time
simulation, the desired concept can be assessed. This enables the collection of data from
simulator logs, observer notes, questionnaires and debriefing. In this way, objective and
subjective outputs can be collected. Therefore, real-time simulation (HITL) validation
techniques were selected for the dynamic sectorization concept in the study.

2.2. Dynamic Airspace Sectorization (DAS)

DAS is a flexible method enabling a continuous restructuring of airspace sectors. In
contrast to dynamic airspace configuration (DAC) [3,8], no predefined airspace blocks are
necessary to build airspace sectors [9]. This section gives a brief introduction to the DAS
methodology; see Figure 2. Details are provided in [9,10]. The DAS concept applied in
this study uses a three-step approach: aggregation of traffic patterns with fuzzy clustering,
generation of a basic sectorization based on Voronoi diagrams and optimization of this
structure with evolutionary algorithms (EA). All three methods are described in brief in
the following sub-sections and include references to the theoretical foundations and related
applications.

Figure 2. Overview of the applied dynamic sectorization approach.

2.2.1. Fuzzy Clustering

Fuzzy clustering techniques partition a given data set into data groups and can handle
noisy or not well-separated data sets [11]. Each member of the data set is associated by a
membership degree to each data group. The membership degrees give information about
the ambiguity of a classification and take a specified distance measure into account. Each
group or cluster is represented by a cluster center—the so-called prototype, which is the
center of gravity of the location of the cluster’s members. Thereby, each member influences
the center of gravity according to it is membership degree.

To cluster air traffic trajectories, they are preprocessed in a first step. The trajectories
are modified to achieve equidistant trajectory points in the area of interest. This avoids
the unbiased influence of different trajectories on the clustering result. A probabilistic
variant of fuzzy-c-means (FCM) clustering [12] with the great circle distance as the distance
measure is used to cluster the preprocessed air traffic trajectories. FCM, as well as other
objective-function-based fuzzy clustering techniques, optimize an objective function by
alternately updating the membership degrees and cluster prototypes.

Therefore, the membership degrees and cluster prototypes are calculated alternately
until these values do not change significantly from one iteration to the next. The result
of the clustering process consists of these centers of gravity of the clusters. For further
reading on fuzzy clustering, we refer, e.g., to [13]. For DAS, the trajectory points of the
traffic sample are clustered into groups, and the resulting centers of gravity serve as center
points for the Voronoi diagram.
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2.2.2. Voronoi Diagrams

A Voronoi diagram (cf. [14,15]) is a possibility for structuring a plane—in the present
case, the Shannon upper airspace—with a dependence on a certain number of so-called
center points into sections where every point belongs to the section with the nearest center
point. A Voronoi diagram is then described by a set of edges and vertices. An edge is
defined by all points that have the same distance to two center points. Vertices are points
that belong to three different center points. An area containing all points with the same
nearest point is called a “face”, and the set of all faces can be used to determine a convex
hull for this Voronoi diagram. Often this convex hull simply has the form of a rectangle;
however, in the case of airspace areas that are taken into account to build the sectors, this
cannot be guaranteed.

Therefore, the calculation of the Voronoi diagram—performed with a fortune algo-
rithm [16]—was extended in such a way that it can be adapted to arbitrary boundaries [10].
To start with, the fortune algorithm is applied to the smallest airspace rectangle, including
the selected boundary, which is clearly convex. For the creation of an authentic, non-convex
boundary polygon, a method based on the “line-segment-intersection” method [14], in
combination with the data structure of doubly connected edge lists (DCEL), was used. The
endpoints of edges crossing the boundary polygon are than substituted by the break points
with the boundary, new edges between these break points are added, and edges outside
the boundary are removed.

For this study, a set of two main Voronoi diagrams was calculated with reference to
the air traffic distribution (position data) at the beginning and the end of the selected time
interval of one hour. To smooth the transition between these diagrams, two additional
diagrams were calculated where the vertex positions were combined values from the main
diagrams. The coordinates of the first additional diagram were calculated with two thirds
of the first and one third of the second main diagram and, for the second, vice versa. These
interim diagrams were inserted between the first and the second main diagram. These
initial sectorizations were then further optimized by an EA as described in the next section.

2.2.3. Evolutionary Algorithms (EA)

The principles of EA follow the evolutionary theory from biology (cf. [17,18]) where a
group of individuals mixes their genetic material coded in chromosomes. This results in a
better chance of survival in a hostile environment through a higher degree of adaptation.
For an EA, a population with a predefined number of solutions for an artificial problem is
created, where each solution is a sequence (chromosome) of parameters (genes) describing
a possible problem solution.

As in nature, new solutions can be created by mixing the genetic information of two
chromosomes (so-called crossover) and/or mutating some genes of a single chromosome.
To guarantee the “survival of the fittest”, an evaluation function has to be defined that
rates each solution and supervises the selection of the fittest chromosomes for the next
generation. These will undergo the evolutionary operator crossover and mutation again
until an appropriate solution is found. This process is normally performed for a fixed
number of generations or a for a prescribed distance of the evaluation value to a known
solution.

EA are used in several aviation-related research fields, such as network planning [19],
airline crew pairing [20] and aircraft boarding [21,22]. An approach to apply genetic
algorithms to dynamic airspace configuration (DAC) was presented in Sergeeva et al. [23].
Within the following paragraphs, the EA with a problem-specific adaptation is described in
short, including the search space, evolutionary operators and the evaluation function. The
EA is applied to the main and the interim diagrams in a slightly different way where the
mutation of the vertex position is concerned.

As the vertices are the backbone of the Voronoi diagram, defining it is structure,
they are used directly as genes for the chromosomes together with the original structure
described in a DCEL. Therefore, each chromosome represents a complete sectorization
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determined by the structure of the Voronoi diagram. The fitness of a chromosome is then
evaluated with respect to the amount and distribution of the controller workload, the
outline of the sectors and the dissection of the trajectories by the sectorization.

For the application of the EA, the vertices for the observed airspace with a non-convex
boundary as described in Section 2.2.2 are divided into two groups: one with all vertices on
the boundary and one with all vertices within the airspace area. The mutation operator
for the boundary vertices is restricted to boundary points by using a percent value of the
distance of the position on the boundary in relation to a boundary starting point instead of
coordinates.

The general structure of the selected EA is based on the modGA introduced by
Michalewicz [17], where the chromosomes are divided into groups with different purposes.
It is especially designed to prevent so-called super-individuals (high-rate chromosomes)
from overtaking the population in the start phase. For this, three groups of chromosomes
are created for each generation, where the chromosomes of the first group are all different,
remain unchanged and include a certain number of best chromosomes. The chromosomes
of the second group undergo the crossover operator, whilst the chromosomes of the third
group are mutated. Thus, crossover is responsible for composing new solutions from
existing ones, and the mutation operator performs small steps to improve the solution by
slightly moving a waypoint.

For the evaluation function, the following factors described in [10] were used:

1. Sum of the task load over all sectors.
2. Standard deviation of the task load between sectors.
3. Standard deviation of the interior angles (the angles between successive edges).
4. Number of flight intervals (partition of flights by sectors) over all sectors.
5. Closeness of vertices (VC, optional, in case interim diagrams are in use).

With this selection of evaluation parameters, the problem can be seen as a multi-
objective optimization problem, as stated by Zou et al. [24]. Whilst 1. and 2. are directly
connected to the task-load-distribution problem (balanced work flow for airspace con-
trollers), 3. and 4. are used to ensure an operationally relevant (more “usable”) sector
layout. The calculation of the task load was conducted following a list of relevant tasks
and their assigned time values [10]. To avoid the influence of incomparable value ranges
for the different factors of the evaluation function, a combined function using a ranking
approach where the influence factors are weighted [25] was developed. The result of the
EA is a sectorization for the defined area and time frame.

3. Scenarios

To test the DAS approach in HITL trials, two scenarios were defined. Flight data of
both scenarios were based on EUROCONTROL’s demand data repository (DDR2) [26] for
the same day. As the area of interest, the Shannon area over Ireland was selected due to the
main traffic flow and the climate assessments presented in [27]. The filtered scenario data
include all flights that passed the Shannon area in an altitude above FL300; see Figure 3. In
the HITL simulations, each of the controller trials ran for 45 min. Therefore, one hour of
traffic data was selected as basis for the scenarios. Both scenarios cover the time from 0600
to 0700 UTC, when part of the eastbound traffic flow passes through the selected Shannon
area. All flights that occupy this geographic region at some point in the selected periods
are included in the scenarios.

In the baseline scenario, the traffic was conducted as recorded in the historic data,
whereas a climate-sensitive area over the North Atlantic was defined as a restricted area for
a certain time for the climate-sensitive scenario. The restricted area was selected according
to climate impact assessments of the Eco2Fly and WeCare projects [1,27–29]. In [27], the
climate impact was calculated based on the data of 26 March 2014. On that day, there
were relatively high H2O and O3 concentrations in the North Atlantic region in heights
corresponding to the typical altitudes of air traffic over the North Atlantic. The climate-
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sensitive traffic scenario was designed to apply trajectories avoiding this area for the
defined period of time.

Figure 3. Scenario overview.

In addition, the principles of traffic organization over the North Atlantic were applied.
In general, North Atlantic air traffic is performed mainly on an Organized Track System
(OTS): North Atlantic Tracks (NAT). NATs are selected on a daily basis and are based, e.g.,
on the location of jet streams, airspace restrictions and airlines’ preferred route messages.
There are two major traffic flows on NATs: an eastbound flow departing from North
America and arriving in Europe early in the morning as well as a westbound flow departing
from Europe in the morning and arriving in North America in the afternoon. The OTS
helps to effectively separate the aircraft by time, altitude and latitude in the oceanic region
where no radar surveillance is provided [30]. ICAO defines the required separation minima
in [31].

The climate-sensitive area affects one North Atlantic track; see Figure 3. For the
climate-sensitive scenario, flights are re-routed either to a Northern or Southern track
depending on their original exit point out of the Shannon area so that the resulting route is
as short as possible. Since the main focus of this scenario was to avoid contrails in a climate
sensitive area, slightly longer routes that may lead to minor additional fuel consumption
were accepted in this scenario. The resulting traffic data for both scenarios and the Shannon
boundary as the area of interest were fed into the simulation environment as illustrated in
Figure 3.

To allow controllers to assess the DAS independently of their familiarity to current
sector structures, a fixed sectorization for the baseline scenario with the same algorithms
that were used in the climate sensitive scenario was calculated. The dynamic sectorization
system determined two basic sectors in the Shannon area; see the main sectorization
0 in Figure 4a and the main sectorization 1 in Figure 4b. In the baseline scenario, the
sectorization did not change over time whereas the sectorization of the climate sensitive
scenario adapted three times during the simulation time to the changing traffic flow.

Between the two main sectorizations, two interim sectorizations were calculated as
illustrated in Figure 4a,b to ensure a smooth transition between the main sectorizations.
Although the dynamic sectorization system is capable to adapt to predicted changes in the
traffic flow in real time; see Section 2.2 and [9,10], the sectorizations used in the HITL trials
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were calculated in advance to ensure the same conditions for all controllers. The following
assumptions apply to the climate sensitive scenario:

• A climate sensitive area evolves west of Ireland in the morning in the altitude of
en-route transatlantic flights.

• Based on a prediction, the area is declared as a climate sensitive area from 0600 UTC.
• Flights originally planned to enter this area after that time are re-routed to reduce the

climate impacts.
• Re-routed flights still follow the North Atlantic Tracks but on different paths.
• To demonstrate the capabilities of the dynamic sectorization, only horizontal re-

routings are applied.

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Sectorizations. (a) Main sectorization 0 (blue dotted line) and interim sectorization 1 (red
line). (b) Interim sectorization 2 (green line) and main sectorization 1 (orange dotted line).

4. Methodology

The applied methodology reflects the tool chain used to perform the ATC trials. The
concept of DAS was applied, see Section 2.2 or [9], in simulations with ATCOs in the
ATMOS. The sectorizations adapted to the changed traffic situations are provided by the
Dynamic Airspace Sectorization System (DASSy). NLR’s Air traffic management Real-time
SIMulator (NARSIM) [32] models aircraft behavior and is integrated in ATMOS. To assist
controllers in handling aircraft, a controller display and assistance system (CoDiST) was
developed and connected to NARSIM.

The tool chain is completed by a simulation pilot interface allowing participants
to operate aircraft as advised by controllers. Each of these systems applies different
methodologies. An overview of the connection among the systems is given in Figure 5a.
In addition to this simulation environment, the scenario integration and the evaluation
concept are major parts of the HITL experiments. All three are described in the following
sections.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Simulation Environment. (a) Overview of the simulation environment. (b) Picture of
ATMOS.

4.1. Simulation Environment

A feasibility study of the described concept of DAS in context with contrail avoiding
trajectories requires a detailed modeling of the airspace and aircraft movements. Therefore,
the ATMOS of the DLR Air Traffic Validation Center [33] was selected for this task. It
provides freely configurable controller working positions (CWP) with interfaces to the air
traffic processes. The controller is connected via a simulated radio connection with so-called
simulation pilots, who are responsible for controlling the simulated aircraft. Thus, it is
perfectly suited as a validation environment for the intended study. When it is necessary to
adapt trajectories to avoid contrail problems, the traffic distribution may change and, with
this, also the task-load distribution for the actual sectorization. For the creation of a new
sectorization adapted to the changed traffic situation DASSy was developed.

Figure 5b gives an impression of the ATMOS environment. In the foreground on
the right side, three CWPs with a radar screen, electronic flight strips (integrated in the
tabletop) and several support tool screens can be seen. The briefing room is located behind
the first glass door. It is joined by the simulation pilot room at the end. NARSIM [32] is
the air traffic engine and base system for the ATMOS platform and a high fidelity HITL
simulator, which is used by various stakeholders in the air traffic management community.
It models the performance of the air vehicles based on the Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) of
Eurocontrol [34], which is a comprehensive data source for aircraft performance modeling
available for research.

In the simulation trial, the focus was placed on a new developed controller interface,
supporting the dynamic sectorization with additional information displayed to the con-
troller. For the presented feasibility study of DAS within Eco2Fly, a controller display
capable of working with adapted sets of airspace sectors was needed. As this is an unusual
requirement, a new display called CoDiST was developed. To ensure that the feedback of
the controllers participating in the validation trials was not influenced by an unsuitable or
unfamiliar radar screen, the designed radar display resembled typical controller displays
as closely as possible. Therefore, the controller displays of several air navigation service
providers were analyzed for the most important features desired by the controllers, and
these were implemented into CoDiST:

• Label interaction and deconfliction.
• Short- and medium-term conflict detection, prediction and visualization.
• Conformance monitoring and trajectory adaptation.
• Flight status color.
• Velocity/speed vector and track history.
• Mouse control (zoom/movement of visible airspace area/selection of flights or inter-

actions).
• Elastic vector/probe trajectory/graphical route modification.
• Restricted areas.
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• Range/heading calculation and calculation of the actual and expected minimal dis-
tance between flights.

The general design approach was inspired by different display systems used by
European ANSPs. Some functionalities, such as Controller Pilot Data Link Communi-
cations (CPDLC), coordination dialogue and the display of weather contours, were not
implemented because they were not part of the validation exercise. Figure 6a displays an
example of CoDist integrated in the ATMOS simulation environment and the simulation
pilot interface.

(a)

st
rip

vi
ew

w
or

ks
pa

ce

ra
da

r 
sc

re
en

(b)

Figure 6. Display for the controller and simulation pilots. (a) Controller Display and Simulation
Tool (CoDiST) implemented within ATMOS. (b) IRIS Display for simulation pilots divided into three
sections: stripview, workspace and radar screen.

CoDiST is capable of handling different sets of sectorizations within a selected airspace
boundary. For this, every sector is tagged with a validity time interval, and CoDiST always
presents the appropriate sectors with a dependence on the actual time. In addition, the next
sectorization is depicted as a dashed line in an unobtrusive color. When the sectorization
changes, CoDiST calculates the overlapping part between the new sectors and the currently
active sector, called the main sector. Automatically, the new sector with the highest share of
airspace to the current sector is selected as the next main sector.

For controller support, CoDiST can display a separate line below the flight label. In
the trials, this line was used to show the actual entry or exit times with respect to the actual
and next sectorizations to support the handling of changing sector boundaries. In this line
information sent by DASSy is the actual time for entering or leaving the main sector, and
the similar time for the next sectorization is presented to the controllers.

Simulation pilots are provided with a separate display, the so-called IRIS. IRIS displays
give an overview of the air traffic situation and allow pilots to handle aircraft within the
sector while speaking to ATC. IRIS consists of three main components: stripview, workspace
and radar screen; see Figure 6b. The stripview is located on the left side listing all aircraft
within the airspace that are using the same frequency as ATC. In addition, the callsign,
aircraft type and destination airport are indicated. The so-called workspace is located right
next to the stripview.

Simulation pilots can double click on the desired aircraft within the stripview to
receive the corresponding flight strip in the workspace. The complete flight strip displays
all performance information, such as the Mach and calibrated airspeed, current heading
and flight level, for the selected aircraft. Simulation pilots can control the aircraft’s behavior
by giving commands with short cuts via the flight strip. The third component is the radar
screen, located on the right side of IRIS. This component serves as an overview of the
current traffic situation for the simulation pilots and allows planning for further actions. In
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the following, a brief overview on how the controllers and simulation pilots work together
is given.

Depending on the traffic situation and traffic flow, simulation pilots normally control
up to five aircraft simultaneously. While ATC is ensuring a safe and efficient guidance
through the sector, simulation pilots have to follow their instructions regarding changes in
the flight path, flight level or speed advisories. The communication is conducted according
to the defined phraseology by ICAO [35] via simulated voice over IP (VoIP) connection.
Thereby, the full readback and order of instructions is taken into account.

4.2. Scenario Integration into the Simulation Environment

For the HITL simulation trials, the developed scenarios described in Section 3 had
to be implemented within the simulation environment. Since the NARSIM software is a
generic air traffic engine, it is necessary to transfer and implement two main components.
First, the airspace structure was modeled based on open access data that are published
in aeronautical information publications [36], including all considered waypoints, sector
boundaries, frequencies and airspace restrictions. Second, a flightplan was implemented
for both traffic scenario samples.

Within the flightplan, every aircraft holds a parameter “body”, containing aircraft
information, including all necessary aircraft parameters for simulation. The parameters
range from the callsign, aircraft type and wake vortex category up to initial latitude and
longitude coordinates, flown speed and route points. The latter correlate to predefined
waypoints within the airspace structure. In addition to the aircraft parameters, the used
radio frequency is defined within the flight plan. The frequency fulfills an important role
regarding the communication between the different displays. Finally, for each provided
traffic sample, a flight plan was defined in Extensible Markup Language (XML).

4.3. Evaluation Concept

The HITL simulation trials were scheduled into two different simulation runs for each
ATCO. Each simulation run had a duration of 45 min, based on the developed simulation
scenarios; see Section 3. Thus, in total, each of three ATCOs simulated both simulation runs
in one day. This comparable small amount of ATCOs was used to first assess the feasibility
of the concept. The next step was to extend the test group.

During the simulation runs, different data were collected to evaluate the concept. On
the one hand, the simulator collected data for each aircraft for every second. During the
post-analysis, these simulation data allowed for analysis of the ATCO performance on
workload and safety, including the number of separation violations and flown distances.
For separation analysis, a minimum separation of 2000 ft vertical and 7 NM lateral was
applied. These high values were used to provoke the detection of conflicts because the
traffic scenario was generated from real traffic data, which were already separated according
to the ICAO standard by ATCOs.

On the other hand, different questionnaires were used to receive and collect qualitative
ATCO feedback on the principle of dynamic sectorization as well as on the developed
controller assistance system. This feedback was the main focus of the simulation runs.
Two different questionnaires were used. After each simulation run, the so-called Post
Run Questionnaire (PRQ), and, after the whole simulation day, the so-called Post Exercise
Questionnaire (PEQ), were handed to the ATCO.

In principle, questions regarding the concept feasibility and safety aspects were posed,
with a five-point Likert scale for the answers [37]. The answer possibility within the five-
point scale depended on the posed question; see Table 1. For the first seven question
from PRQ, the scale ranged from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Table 2 lists the
included questions for PRQ and PEQ. These were mainly closed questions. As addition,
open questions were also posed to gather qualitative feedback from ATCOs.
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Table 1. The Likert scale for the questions.

Questions 1 2 3 4 5

Q1–Q7 and
Q11–Q18

strongly dis-
agree disagree neither agree

nor disagree agree strongly
agree

Q8 very bad poor fair good excellent

Q9–Q10 completely
demanding demanding

neither de-
manding nor
undemand-
ing

undemanding
completely
undemand-
ing

Table 2. Questions PRQ (Q1 to Q10) and PEQ (Q11 to Q18).

ID Question

Q1 I felt comfortable during the overall run.
Q2 I was able to plan and organize my work according to my preferences.
Q3 I was able to predict the traffic evolution dependent on the traffic situation and sector-

ization.
Q4 I had the feeling of focusing too much on a single problem or a specific area during my

work.
Q5 I have the feeling that I focused too much on a single issue because of the changing

sectorization.
Q6 I was provided with all the information I needed to understand the traffic situa-

tion/implication of sector adaptation.
Q7 The received information was timely and complete.
Q8 On average, I would rate my situational awareness as...
Q9 Considering the whole of the accomplished tasks, the time pressure experienced during

this run was:
Q10 The overall workload in terms of the attention, skill or effort I experienced during this

run was:
Q11 In general, I felt comfortable in managing aircraft en-route in the dynamic sectorization

environment.
Q12 Applying dynamic sectorization en-route will not negatively affect job satisfaction levels

for ATCOs.
Q13 The applied concept for en-route dynamic sectorization will allow a sufficient level of

safety.
Q14 The applied concept for en-route dynamic sectorization will allow a satisfactory personal

situational awareness.
Q15 The applied concept for en-route dynamic sectorization will allow management of the

personal workload.
Q16 The introduction of dynamic en-route sectorization does not imply additional effort or

abilities.
Q17 Do you see any unexpected or unwanted effects regarding the dynamically adapting

sectors for managing en-route traffic?
Q18 Do you see any need for change in training or human resource management to allow

the application of the dynamic sectorization concept en-route?

5. Results and Discussion

With the presented HITL experiments, we assessed whether the DAS approach al-
lowed controllers to cope with traffic flows that changed over time due to applied contrail
restrictions. Regarding the simulation environment, there were no unrealistic or unexpected
behaviors. ATCOs evaluated the aircraft performance as realistic. All developed simulation
scenarios ran fluently. The simulated radio connection via VoIP between ATCO and the
simulation pilots worked fine. Furthermore, the training period was assessed as useful for
ATCOs, and no technical issues appeared. Overall, a realistic HITL simulation environment
was ensured.
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5.1. Questionnaires

The two radar diagrams in Figure 7 display the calculated average of the ATCO
feedback from the PRQ and PEQ questionnaires. The results from Figure 7a indicate that
the ATCOs were able to plan and predict the traffic evolution depending on the traffic
situation as usual. No safety concerns were identified, and the provided information was
timely and complete. Furthermore, ATCOs did not experience any increase or shift in
workload. On average, the results from PEQ, as shown in Figure 7b, suggest that ATCOs
did not see any change in safety, satisfactory level or additional effort when applying the
proposed concept of dynamic sectorization. In addition, the evaluation of the logged air
traffic data showed neither separation violations nor unusual trajectories. This supports
the aforementioned results that the ATCOs were able to control the traffic in a safe and
efficient manner.

1 5
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4Q5

Q6

Q7

Results Post Run Ques�onnaire Q1-Q7

Average ATC feedback

(a)

Q11

Q12

Q13

Q14

Q15

Q16

Results Post Exercise Ques�onnaire 
Q11-Q16

Average ATC feedback

1 5
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

(b)
Figure 7. Evaluation of the questionnaires. (a) PRQ. (b) PEQ.

In addition to the closed questions used in PRQ and PEQ, the open questions provided
further insight and qualitative feedback from the ATCOs. Generally, the ATCOs evaluated
the DAS as a workable concept that could improve traffic and workload distribution.
Nevertheless, ATCOs indicated challenges due to undefined procedures resulting from the
adapting sector boundaries and requested the development of standard procedures for the
coordination between sectors to cope with upcoming issues. In particular, the handling
of aircraft entering or leaving a sector due to these changes in sector structure should be
defined clearly.

Furthermore, the ATCOs would like to have an influence on the sector adaptation—
in the worst case, allowing the supervisor to reject the sector adaptation using a veto.
Additionally, the situational awareness could be influenced. ATCOs need to plan well
ahead for which aircraft will leave or enter after the next sector adaptation. Thus, controllers
developed their own procedures during the experiments. Since only one controller was
involved during each experiment, no safety issues evolved, but a naming convention for
the artificial sectors was requested to ensure clear identification. In total, the main concerns
from ATCOs gathered through the questionnaires were summarized in the following seven
items:

1. Aircraft leaves the sector but returns to the control area due to sector adaptation.
2. Aircraft is in a different sector after sector adaptation.
3. Aircraft leaves sector right before sector adaptation.
4. Aircraft responsibility could be unclear after sector adaptation.
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5. Aircraft trajectories close to new sector boundaries (normally, a 2.5 NM distance).
6. Aircraft trajectories with sharp angle of entry. Receiving first instructions could take a

long time according to the 2.5 NM rule.
7. Vectoring as conflict solution could not be finished after the sector.

These items were taken into account to develop a general controller manual based
on the ATCO feedback gained in this study. The controller manual will include a naming
convention and controller guidelines for different possible situations.

5.2. Proposal of DAS Procedures

The trials revealed that the principles of DAS are not completely covered by today’s
regulation. In addition, the number of experimental controller studies related to DAS
is rather limited. Studies, such as the one described in [23], focused on DAC where an
observed airspace area was fragmented into typical airspace blocks, which were then
combined depending on the traffic distribution. Since the sector boundaries were not
adapted freely but were predefined by the airspace blocks, the challenges of DAS, such as
the controller responsibility for an aircraft under certain circumstances, did not arise, and
the distances (flight times) between the compound sectors were known to the controllers.

The presented DAS experiments and especially the ATCOs comments provided many
hints on how to adapt the actual regulations to cope with the new situation. The involved
controllers identified where an explicit assignment of responsibilities was necessary and
when the advice/recommendations on how to handle flights in situations described in the
table above were sufficient. The recommendations proposed in this section are designed on
the basis of current ATC procedures in sectorized airspace environments. The backbone of
every sectorization is a set of unique names for the observed sectors. Therefore, a naming
convention that guarantees this is described in the next section before a recommendation
on how to enhance controller guidelines is presented.

5.2.1. Naming Convention

An important point for the safe handling of sectors with boundaries that change
over time is the assignment of unique sector names for each time step and sector. The
participating controllers formulated the following requirements:

• Unique names.
• Easy to use/pronounce.
• Obvious and informative.

To cope with these requirements, a naming convention was developed. The general
ideas are illustrated in Figure 8 showing the sectorization of time step 3 (interim sector-
ization 2). Each sector starts with the standard abbreviation of the region (surrounding
rectangle), which is SHA in the experiment. Next, the quarter of the surrounding square
is calculated, which contains the main part of the sector. In case of the main sector of
sectorization 3, this is section IV . Afterwards, the position of the gravity center (red dot) of
this sector within this quarter (green area) is calculated based on an overlay with a wind
rose and a center area colored in red.

The center area is an ellipse where the center is the center of the corresponding section,
and the length of the major/minor axis is 1/3 of the section’s north–south/east–west extent.
The centroid of that part of the sector located in this quarter determines an additional
identifier for the sector. For centroids inside the center area, the additional identifier
‘Center’ is used, and, for all other positions, the identifier of the closest direction line. In the
unlikely case that two sectors have the same identifier, an additional number is added in
dependence of the position of the center of gravity increasing from left to right.

For the sector depicted in Figure 8, the naming convention would lead to SHA - IV - C
(Shannon four center) describing the position clearly.
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Figure 8. Naming convention for sectors with boundaries changing over time. I–IV indicate the
respective number for each quarter of the sector within the naming convention.

5.2.2. Controller Visual Guidelines for DAS Environments

To explicitly assign responsibilities, a development of procedures for handling flights
affected by a changing sectorization is necessary. The target for the procedure develop-
ment should be a concise “phraseology”. Seven important situations are already listed in
Section 5.1. In this list, regarding possible handling procedures, item two can be seen as
subitem of item one (resumption of responsibility). For item one, a time limit for the return
time should be defined to indicate whether a flight should be kept under the advice of the
current ATCO1 or handed over to the ATCO2 responsible for the neighboring sector.

The resulting action shall be indicated to the ATCO1 using attention guidance elements,
such as a flashing label, if the flight should be send to the actual sector (ATCO2). Guidance
should take into account not only the time until the flight is back (LeaveTime) but also
the time this aircraft will then stay under the control of the ATCO1 (ReturnTime). If
“LeaveTime + ReturnTime” are higher than, e.g., 15 min, and “ReturnTime” is higher than
8 min, the flight should be handed over. For item two, the time for handover when the
new sectorization is activated is already displayed in the line below the label and serves as
a controller guideline. For item three, again, the sum of “LeaveTime” and “ReturnTime”
should be used as an indicator in the same way as for item one.

Regarding item four (unclear responsibility), the definitions for the first three items
should clarify responsibilities. The fifth and sixth item have to be implemented as additional
evaluation factors in the evaluation function of DASSy to prevent the generation of sectors
with such problems. Thus, the generation of new sector boundaries would prevent sharp
angles of entry of common flight trajectories parallel to conventional sector boundaries.
For the last item, seven: to solve a conflict of two or more aircraft, they should stay in the
responsibility of that ATCO1, who has advised the solution until he informs the next ATCO2
about the necessary next steps as is also common in today’s handover procedures. Time
and distance parameters should be further tested and redefined based on the geographic
area covered by the DAS environment.

Furthermore, it has to be clarified at which time an ATCO2 has the responsibility to
take an aircraft under control that will enter their area of responsibility within the next
few minutes. It is crucial to define the point of time when responsibility is not clear and is
independent of the sector (actual or next). The current regulations prescribe a handover
coordination in any circumstances when sectors change to clarify important traffic issues.
As this will occur more often with DAS, this should only be performed under a limited
number of circumstances. These could be:

• There is an ongoing conflict resolution.
• ATCO1 keeps the responsibility for an aircraft longer than expected.
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• Special predefined handover restrictions for flight level or speed cannot be met in
time, and coordination is necessary.

In addition, this handover coordination should be simplified and supported by a
special attention guidance module within the controller display. Attention guidance could
inform the ATCOs about deviations from standard values/procedures or the commands
necessary to complete a conflict resolution. This should be supported by a set of standard
agreements for all sectors within the boundary of the area with changing sectors.

5.2.3. Controller DAS Manual

To finalize a set of different simplified cases that could occur when the DAS concept is
applied, the constructed and recommended actions are discussed in Table 3. These cases
include general situations that do not cause any responsibility issues. Additionally, the
seven discussed situations where procedures need to be clarified from Section 5.1. Figure 9
displays those situations as a set from (a) to (f). Thereby, the green sector is the initially
active sector, referred to as sector one. After the sector boundaries change due to DAS, the
sector surrounded by orange dashed lines will be the active sector, referred to as sector two.

For all surrounding sectors, the responsible ATCO is referred to as ATCO2. Some
mentioned situations in Section 5.1, such as number one (resumption of responsibility) and
four (unclear responsibility), are combined in Figure 9 in case b. In Table 3, the presented
cases and further proposed proceedings are summarized.

t2

t1

I

IV

II

III

[inside - inside]

[outside - miss initial call]

[inside - outside]

[outside before initial call - inside]

[outside after sector/frequency change - inside]

[conflict resolution (vectoring) is not finished within sector]

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)

(e)

(e)

(f)

(f)

Figure 9. Different cases for responsibility manual. First, the sector surrounded by a green line is
active. After DAS, the sector surrounded by orange + orange dashed line is active. t1 and t2 for case
(b) indicate the time stamp when the aircraft left the sector (t1) and the time stamp when aircraft
enters the new active sector (t2).
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Table 3. Simulation scenario composition and overview; XX = time needs to be defined by future val-
idations.

Case Active Sector 1 Active Sector 2 Action before Switch

(a) Aircraft is not in the sec-
tor.

Aircraft is in the sector. ATCO of active sector one receives notification that air-
craft will enter in [XX] min after sector two will be active.
Entry time in sector two and label on radar screen are
highlighted.

(b) Aircraft is not in the sec-
tor.

Aircraft is in the sector. ATCO of active sector one receives notification that aircraft
will enter again in [XX] min after sector two will be active.
Entry time in sector two and label on radar screen are
highlighted. If aircraft is already inside sector 2 after the
switch. Entry time equals sector boundary time.

(c) Aircraft is not in the sec-
tor and did not call for
identification (initial call)

Aircraft is in the sector. ATCO of active sector one receives notification that aircraft
will be inside sector two after switch. Entry time in sector
two and label on radar screen are highlighted. Entry time
equals sector boundary time. Pilot receives notification for
a two minute early initial call.

(d) Aircraft is in the sector. Aircraft is in the sector. No proposals.
(e) Aircraft is in the sector. Aircraft is in the sector

but will leave soon. Vec-
toring as conflict resolu-
tion is not finished before
sector leave.

ATCO keeps responsibility of the aircraft until conflict
resolution is finished. ATCO2 receives notification and
highlighted that conflict resolution is not finished yet. Pre-
dicted entry time is displayed on label.

(f) Aircraft is in the sector. Aircraft is not in the sec-
tor.

ATCO of active sector one receives notification that air-
craft will be outside sector after sector two will be active.
Aircraft hand over to ATCO2 needs to be performed be-
fore sector two is active. Hand over time equals sector
boundary time minus one minute.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the application of the dynamic sectorization concept was presented
within a real controller environment. The fundamentals of the dynamic sectorization
approach were provided as well as concept validation aspects. We introduced a scenario
where climate aspects led to adaptations in sector structure. The simulation setup enabled
HITL trials with air traffic controllers, and we evaluated the proposed dynamic sectorization
environment in a first feasibility study with one controller for each simulation run.

The validation results and controller feedback showed that, apart from a coherent
naming convention, an explicit assignment of responsibilities in the case of sector adap-
tations was necessary. This included a first set of recommendations on how to handle air
traffic in certain conditions. These recommendations were analyzed, and a first guideline
for the use of DAS environments and procedures was developed.

In the presented work, the adaptations are a result of calculated contrail zones. Never-
theless, the methodology can be used for several applications, such as the adaptation of
traffic demand or short-term closure of airspaces, which leads to changes in traffic flow and,
therefore, imbalances in air traffic controller workload. Taking more general changes in
traffic flow into account, the methodology could also be applied to different flight phases,
such as approach areas, because it does not depend on the flight phase. However, contrails
evolve in the upper airspace, which limited the presented study to the en-route phase
where the re-routing of aircraft could be conducted easily. Approach sectors generally
depend on the airport and runway layout, which limits the possibilities to adjust the traffic.
Therefore, the method is not easily adaptable to approach sectors.

The next step is the adaptation of the evaluation function of the genetic algorithm
in order to take controller comments regarding sector restrictions into account and the
implementation of the proposed attention guidance elements. Thereafter, extended fea-
sibility tests with interacting controllers responsible for neighboring sectors shall assess
whether the guideline and attention guidance has the intended effect. With a working
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environment and accepted procedures, the proposed methodology can be enhanced to
3D-airspace allowing not only horizontal but also vertical sector management.
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